INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Transcriptional regulation is a key process that determines the developmental fate and cellular responses to genetic and environmental perturbation. Some of the most important *trans-*acting factors involved in this process are transcription factors (TF), which bind to *cis*-regulatory elements of the DNA and activate RNA polymerase to begin the transcription of target genes. Activation of specific TFs can induce differentiation into certain cell types, and mutations in TFs cause dysregulation of target genes as well as their downstream genes, often resulting in disease states. Researchers have studied interactions between TFs and their target genes for many years to reconstruct transcriptional regulatory circuitries in cell types under various spatiotemporal contexts by using experimental and computational approaches. However, the complexity of regulatory circuitries is overwhelming, and most, if not all, technologies currently available are limited in accuracy as well as comprehensiveness. To evaluate reconstructed transcriptional regulatory networks, we first need to establish a highly accurate and comprehensive database of reference TF--target regulatory interactions.

Therefore, we previously constructed and published TRRUST ([@B1]), a database of reference TF--target regulatory interactions in humans based on literature curation. We conducted sentence-based text mining and prioritized the candidate sentences for the cost-effective literature curation. From manual curation of 23 409 candidate sentences, we were able to retrieve 8015 TF--target interactions for 748 human TFs. Significant efforts have been made in the past to retrieve information regarding the mode of regulation (MoR) for the interactions: either activation or repression. In our previous study, we could provide MoR information for ∼60.6% of the interactions in TRRUST. Furthermore, TRRUST was the most comprehensive public database for literature-curated TF--target interactions in humans. We also showed that TRRUST could benchmark transcriptional regulatory networks inferred from high-throughput genomics data.

In the present study, we present TRRUST v2 (version 2), which is a significantly improved version in terms of information content and its utility. TRRUST v2 ([www.grnpedia.org/trrust](http://www.grnpedia.org/trrust)) contains 8444 human TF--target interactions for 800 human TFs, which is significantly higher than the amount of information available in the previous version. Most importantly, we have also added 6552 TF--target interactions for 828 mouse TFs to the database. Mice are the most important and commonly used laboratory animal for biomedical research. Moreover, comparison of regulatory networks between humans and mice has revealed a high degree of conservation of *trans-*regulatory features including regulatory network architecture ([@B2]). Therefore, we expect that the information regarding mouse TF--target interactions will effectively complement the information on human regulatory interactions. We also compared TRRUST v2 to other literature-curated databases containing TF--target interactions and found it to be superior to all others for both human and mouse information. Finally, to improve the utility of the TF--target interactions for elucidating transcriptional regulatory circuits involved in diseases, we implemented a network-based algorithm to prioritize key TFs for the given transcriptionally responsive genes. Using this prediction tool, we could correctly retrieve a perturbed TF and successfully predict candidate TFs for lung cancers that could be validated by literature. These results indicate that TRRUST v2 is a versatile database to study the transcriptional regulation involved in human diseases.

DATABASE IMPROVEMENT {#SEC2}
====================

Overview of the literature curation process for mouse TF--target interactions {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The overall process of retrieving mouse TF--target interactions from the literature is summarized in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The Medline database holds more than 20 million abstracts from life sciences and biomedical articles. We first filtered 1 081 549 abstracts from Medline2016 data using the MeSH descriptor 'Mice'. In the filtered abstracts, we scanned for sentences that contained at least one TF name and additional gene names. We used a list of 1743 mouse TF genes compiled by Ravasi *et al.* ([@B3]) and a list of mouse gene names and their synonyms derived from the NCBI Gene database ([@B4]), which were further filtered for the Consensus coding sequences (CCDS) database ([@B5]). As a result of these filtration process, we collected a total of 161 610 candidate sentences for the following step of the literature curation process.

![(**A**) An overall workflow of sentence-based text mining for mouse TF--target regulatory interactions from research articles. (**B**) Proportion of true-positive sentences for each bin of 5000 candidate sentences rank-ordered by scores based on the difference between the frequencies of each word based on positive gold-standard sentences and that based on negative gold-standard sentences.](gkx1013fig1){#F1}

It was possible that the filtered sentences contained appropriate gene names, but did not have an indication of the regulatory interactions. Moreover, exhaustive manual curation for all the 161 610 sentences would be a daunting task. We therefore prioritized the sentences using methods similar to those described in our previous work ([@B1]). Using all the sentences subjected to manual curation for human TF--target interactions, we then established a set of 9592 positive gold-standard sentences (i.e. information of TF--target interactions was confirmed) and a set of 18 279 negative gold-standard sentences (i.e. manual curation revealed no information of TF--target interaction). We then prioritized the candidate sentences for transcriptional regulation in mice based on the sum of the difference of the frequency of occurrence of each word between the positive and negative gold-standard sentences. The score *S* for a candidate sentence composed of *n* words was calculated using the following equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${f_{Ni}}$\end{document}$ are the frequencies of the *i*^th^ word of the candidate sentence among the positive and negative gold-standard sentences, respectively. If the words of a candidate sentence tended to have higher frequencies among the positive gold-standard sentences than among the negatives, the candidate sentence was more likely to have information regarding TF--target interactions.

We then proceeded with manual curation from the top-scored candidate sentences. During manual curation, we examined not only candidate sentences but also the abstracts that included the sentences to confirm the retrieved information in the larger textual context. Sentences for molecular interactions involved in processes other than transcriptional regulation, such as protein--protein interactions and interactions with chemicals, were excluded. Sentences were also excluded if either gene name for the interaction was not annotated by CCDS annotations ([@B5]). At least one experienced curator confirmed the retrieved TF--target interactions from the sentences. A total of 23 577 sentences were subjected to manual curation for constructing the mouse database in TRRUST v2. We found some discrepancy between MeSH information and the abstract content regarding organisms. For example, some abstracts clearly indicated the given TF--target interactions occurred in mice but were tagged by MeSH terms of both 'humans' and 'mice'. Therefore, we examined full-text articles if a given TF had the same name but with a different letter case between two species to confirm organism assignment, consequently requiring full-text inspection for more than 1200 articles.

Next, to evaluate the effectiveness of the scoring scheme for prioritizing the candidate sentences, we examined the proportion of true positive sentences that harbored information regarding mouse TF--target interactions for each bin of 5000 sentences from the highest score. We observed a significantly higher proportion of true positive sentences from the top three bins than from others with lower scores (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We could retrieve mouse TF--target interactions from 27--30% of the 5000 sentences from the top three bins. However, the proportion of true positive sentences dropped to 16 and 10% for the subsequent bins with lower scores. Given the significant decrease in the proportion of true positive sentences, we froze the current version of mouse TF--target interaction database based on the top 23 577 sentences, which yielded 6552 TF--target interactions for 828 mouse TFs. These results indicated that our strategy of prioritizing candidate sentences was useful for cost-effective manual curation as it effectively differentiated sentences for their likelihood of containing information regarding TF--target interactions. Manual curation of the remaining candidate sentences will be continuously conducted to expand the database in the future.

Expansion of the database for human TF--target interactions {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the new mouse TF--target interactions, we also expanded the size of the database for human TF--target interactions in TRRUST v2. We previously generated positive and negative gold-standard sentences for humans via initial manual curation of 17 409 out of 57 360 candidate sentences. Using the scoring scheme described above, we then prioritized the remaining candidate sentences and continued manual curation for the top 6000 candidate sentences (i.e. a total of 23 409 candidate sentences were curated); this yielded 8015 human TF--target interactions for the previous version of TRRUST. However, since the publication of the first version of TRRUST, we have performed manual curation for an additional top 4,000 candidate sentences for humans. As a result, TRRUST v2 now contains a total of 8444 TF--target interactions for 800 human TFs, which is approximately a 5.3 and 6.9% increase in the number of interactions and TFs, respectively.

DATABASE ASSESSMENT {#SEC3}
===================

Based on the combined count of 14 996 human and mouse TF--target interactions, TRRUST v2 contains more than twice as much information as the previous version. We also compared the improved TRRUST v2 with other manually curated databases for TF--target interactions. We compiled information regarding regulatory interactions from PAZAR ([@B6]), TFactS ([@B7]), TRED ([@B8]) and TFe ([@B9]) and then compared it with TRRUST v2 in terms of the number of TFs, targets, interactions, interactions with MoR and supporting PubMed articles. Besides TRRUST v2, only TFactS and TFe provided MoR information. For TRED, we considered interactions with a binding quality of 'known' as literature-curated interactions. We found that TRRUST v2 to be the most comprehensive database for both human and mouse regulatory interactions (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the number of human TF--target interactions in TRRUST v2 is twice that of the next biggest database, PAZAR.

![Comparison of TRRUST v2 with other databases of TF--target interactions. (**A**) Radar plots depicting five database-related parameters: TF, the number of transcription factors (TFs); TG, the number of target genes; Interaction, the number of TF--target interactions; MoR, the number of TF--target interactions with mode of regulation information; PMID, the number of PubMed articles to support the given database. The maximum value of each parameter is shown in parentheses, and scales were normalized by the maximum value. (**B**) The proportion of the interaction involving the top 10 TFs with the highest number of interactions in humans and mice. (**C**) Gini index that measures the degree of dispersion of interactions across TFs in humans and mice.](gkx1013fig2){#F2}

###### Summary of databases of transcription factor (TF)--target interactions

              Human   Mouse                                                   
  ----------- ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------
  TRRUST v2   800     2521    8444   4866   6562   828   2187   6552   4106   5069
  TRRUST v1   748     2375    8015   4861   6175                              
  PAZAR       173     2747    4918          489    162   1726   2329          328
  TFactS      275     1873    4209   1468   776    238   1080   2149   1176   472
  TRED        119     1621    3275          1542   75    236    508           745
  TFe         76      623     1058   134    510    147   388    673    90     353

TF, the number of TF; TG, the number of target genes; Interaction, the number of TF--target interactions; MoR, the number of TF--target interactions with mode of regulation information; PMID, the number of PubMed articles to support the given database.

The amount of information may not be a sufficient criterion to determine a database as useful. If the majority of TF--target interactions of the database are concentrated in only a minor group of TFs, the usefulness of the database could be unsatisfactory. Given that there exist study and technical biases in biomedical research, the information extracted from research articles can be easily biased toward some genes with higher clinical importance or toward those with well-developed experimental methods for investigation. Therefore, we first examined the proportion of total regulatory interactions involving the top 10 TFs for each database (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and found that the top 10 TFs of TRRUST v2 are involved in 22 and 19% of the total human and mouse regulatory interactions, respectively. However, the top 10 TFs of other public databases turned out to be involved in a substantially higher proportion of the total regulatory interactions. We also examined the degree of dispersion of the regulatory interactions across TFs in each database using the Gini index (*G*) as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${i^{th}}$\end{document}$ TF in the ranks from the largest number of interactions, and *n* is the number of TFs involved in the interactions. TRRUST v2 showed the highest Gini index, which indicates the most dispersed regulatory interactions across TFs (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that the database of transcriptional regulatory interactions in TRRUST v2 is not only more comprehensive but also less biased than other public databases.

WEB INTERFACE IMPROVEMENT {#SEC4}
=========================

Web interface for mouse database {#SEC4-1}
--------------------------------

The most important improvement in TRRUST v2 over the previous version is the launch of the database of mouse TF--target interactions. The majority of mouse genes have human orthologous genes, often with the same name but with a different letter case system. Since we conducted species-specific information extraction from the literatures, TRRUST v2 generally contains different TF--target interactions between human and mouse homologous genes with the same name, as shown in the example of human BRCA1 (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and mouse Brca1 (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The TRRUST v2 web interface for a single human gene query was applied to the mouse database search with modifications for gene network visualization. If users search for targets of a particular TF, TRRUST v2 not only returns the list of regulatory targets but also returns a visualization of a network of the target genes. It will be useful to know whether the genes that are regulated by a TF are functionally associated with each other. While network visualization for human TF target genes is based on HumanNet ([@B10]) (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), that for mouse TF target genes is based on MouseNet v2 ([@B11]) (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). TRRUST v2 also returns a list of TFs that regulate the given query gene and the list of other TFs that significantly share the target genes. Network links among the TFs are based on protein--protein interactions derived from iRefIndex 14.0 ([@B12]). In addition to the database query, all the TF--target interactions for both humans and mice are freely available as bulk downloadable files under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license (<https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/>).

![Screenshots of the search result pages for human BRCA1 gene (**A**) and for mouse Brca1 gene (**B**). Screenshots of the search result page for candidate key transcription factors (TFs) based on 33 genes responsive to siRNA knockdown of ESR1 gene (**C**) and based on 100 differentially expressed genes in lung tumor samples (**D**). In the case of lung tumor samples, only 97 of the 100 user-input genes are valid genes, which are annotated by CCDS.](gkx1013fig3){#F3}

Web-based prediction of key TFs {#SEC4-2}
-------------------------------

To increase the utility of TRRUST v2 database, we have newly developed a web-based prediction tool to study the transcriptional regulatory circuitry in a physiological condition. We hypothesized that if there is a statistically significant overlap between the target genes of a TF and transcriptionally responsive genes, the TF is highly likely to be involved in transcriptional regulation of the physiological condition. Therefore, we implemented the TRRUST v2 web server to search for key TFs by using Fisher's exact test of overlap between the target genes of each TF and the genes submitted by users. To reduce false positives, we excluded TFs with less than five target genes from the statistical test and TFs with only a single overlapped gene. False discovery rate for each overlap was also calculated with justification using the Benjamini--Hochberg procedure. The TFs with significant *P*-values are highly likely to be key regulators of the physiological condition depicted by the responsive genes.

Next, to verify the prediction power of this method, we used a list of genes that were differentially expressed upon knockdown of a TF. Previously, Muthukaruppan *et al.* ([@B13]) reported 50 microarray probes corresponding to 33 human genes with differential expression under siRNA knockdown of the ESR1 gene in human MCF7 cells. We prioritized human TFs by significance of overlap between their target genes and these 33 genes, and could correctly retrieve the perturbed gene, ESR1, as the top candidate TF (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We then tested the feasibility of identifying disease-associated TFs using TRRUST v2. To the end, we compiled gene expression data for 46 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) samples and 45 matched normal samples from GSE18842 of Gene Expression Omnibus database ([@B14]). Using the LIMMA package, we then selected the top 100 most significantly differentially expressed genes in tumor samples and submitted them to the TRRUST v2 web server to prioritize key TFs for NSCLC. E2F1, E2F3 and TP53 appeared as the top candidates with significant *P*-values (1.85e-9, 4.52e-7 and 2.14e-6, respectively) (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We could confirm their association with NSCLC via literature examination. For example, mice lacking E2F1 have been reported to develop NSCLC ([@B15]), and E2F1 has been reported to be overexpressed in NSCLC patients and high E2F1 expression is correlated with poorer clinical outcomes ([@B16]). E2F3 also shows over-expression in human lung cancer ([@B17]), and patients with high E2F3 expression show poor survival rates ([@B18]). TP53 is mutated in more than 70% of lung cancer cases ([@B19]) and has been suggested as a therapeutic target ([@B20]). These results suggest that TRRUST v2 can facilitate the identification of disease-associated TFs based on gene expression data of disease samples.

DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
==========

With the addition of 6552 mouse TF--target interactions, the new version of TRRUST, TRRUST v2, is now the most comprehensive database based on manual curation for both human and mouse TF--target interactions. Therefore, TRRUST v2 can facilitate comparative analysis of transcriptional regulatory circuitries between humans and mice. In a previous study, large-scale TF footprint data for humans and mice were used to investigate the conservation of trans-acting circuitry during mammalian regulatory evolution and showed ∼20% of conservation between two species ([@B2]). We found that ∼15% of human TF--target interactions of TRRUST v2 were conserved in mice. The lower conservation of literature-based TF--target interactions could be due to the study-biases between humans and mice. Interestingly, the results of the large-scale TF footprint study suggested that conservation of *cis-*regulatory features is low, whereas that of *trans-*regulatory features such as TF-to-TF associations and regulatory network architecture is high. Notably, the authors estimated that conservation of regulatory network architecture between humans and mice is higher than 95%. It would be interesting to study the evolution of regulatory circuitry using literature-based TF--target interactions as well.

We previously demonstrated the utility of TRRUST (version 1) in benchmarking transcriptional regulatory networks inferred from high-throughput experimental data. From a more practical point of view, many users of bioinformatics resources might also want to identify highly probable candidate genes for their context of interest such as disease condition. Therefore, in TRRUST v2, we implemented a network-based algorithm to prioritize TFs for a biological context that is depicted by transcriptionally responsive genes. We also validated the web-based predictions using two case studies: correct retrieval of ESR1 using genes differentially expressed upon ESR1 knockdown, and literature validation of the top three TF candidates for lung cancer, predicted by using differentially expressed genes in tumor samples. Our results showed that TRRUST v2 not only provides information extracted from the literatures but can also generate novel functional hypotheses to study the transcriptional regulation involved in human diseases. Generation of functional hypothesis using co-functional networks have increased the popularity of such networks, and various network-based algorithms have been developed ([@B21]). Algorithms also need to be developed based on regulatory gene networks to identify key transcriptional regulators associated with human diseases.

TRRUST v2 also has many TF--target interactions that are not included in other databases. Since double-checks were performed by experienced curators for most interactions, we believe that the complementary interactions in TRRUST v2 are mostly true. We also observed many TF--target interactions that are not present in TRRUST v2 but were retrieved for other databases. Assuming that all the databases compared in this study were constructed by manual curation, these non-overlaps are more likely complementary interactions rather than errors. This relative low concordance can be attributed to the difference in sensitivity between text mining methods. Then, it would also be worth to consolidate regulatory interactions from different databases to create a single more comprehensive database.

Conducting manual curation using entire candidate sentences would be a formidable task. Therefore, for more cost-effective manual curation, we prioritized the candidate sentences for harboring information regarding TF--target interactions and showed that the higher ranked sentences were more likely to be true positives. We conducted manual curation for only the top ∼28 000 and ∼24 000 sentences for humans and mice, respectively. However, continued manual curation for the remaining candidate sentences will increase the size of the database, although the retrieval rate would keep decreasing as we move to lower ranked sentences. For example, the retrieval rate of mouse TF--target interactions substantially decreased after the top 15 000 sentences, but the lower ranked ones still have a 10% or higher chance to contain information regarding TF--target interactions. Furthermore, the probability of true-positive sentences could be improved by developing new prioritizing schemes. Moreover, the upcoming published articles will continue to contribute database improvement.

In conclusion, we believe that TRRUST v2 is a versatile and expandable database of TF--target interactions, which will be a useful bioinformatics resource for the study of transcriptional regulatory circuitry in human diseases.
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